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expected) that the street traffice and
lighting systems in Santiago will be
restored today.
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BETWEEN FIVE HUNDRED
Lima, Peru, Aug. v9.—The latest
D CNE THOUSAND.
news irom Valparaiso is to the cf:e
that the panic is subsiding. The mansion of M. Edwards is about the only
building remaining on Victoria street
It is estimated that the number of
dead. in Valparaiso will reach 1,000 FAILING TO RETURN FROM A TWO DAYS' LEAVE OF ABThe dead at other places are: At QuilSENCE TWO WEEKS AGO, AN INVESTIGATION OF THE ACIota, 3o; Limacha, 170, and. Petorca
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11.
COMPANY — MATTER
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SUPPRESSED BY BANK IN HOPES OF APPREHENDING
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were director of the Lyceum, Charles
.
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HIM, BUT WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN.
libsselan, and
BE USED.

VALPARAISO IS
SCENE OF RUIN

TELLER P. J. ABBOTT ABSCONDS
WITH $7,260 OF BANK FUNDS

Shortage Discovered in His Accounts
zlit the American German Natilnal Bank.

' WORLD REPORTS SAY
ONE THOUSAND PERISHED

VOICHT'S INJURIES
PROVE FATAL

• e

concluded to Wait a while longer.
When the Register heard the reports
a searching investigation on its part
soon revealed facts enough to jusify
the publication as made. And Although it could have made a big
sensation out of the item by stating
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Mr. Rankin le'rkla.ncl, who has been
genera: book keeper for the past two
years, had been appointed teller
temporarily to succeed Abbott, and
the probabilities are that he will be
appointed to the place permanently.
Young Mr. Rankin is a Paducah
young man, and is the son of City
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the bank when a mere boy and by COMPLY WITH CHARTER AS
his industry and other qualifications
TO CHILDREN'S FARES.
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tom, and his
wtll pleased to see him advanced to
B. J. Levy Wanting License at x28
the more important position.
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Hotel Collapsed, Burying Occupants
Paris, Aug. 20.—A dispatch from
Reports Show That Other Places BeBeionos Ayres confirms rhe report of
South Third Street Cameo emRATHER AT GOLDEN WEDDING
sides Valparaiso Also Suffered.
thei4estruction of Valparaiso. It says
places—The Idea, Esc.
111400 persons perished. The fire
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day's Register that a
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S
a • ort time to the president and any one who as besii to Lourdes "The third fly was so grieved owes
o er adlininistration leaders, however knows that while there is a basin-, the fate of his comrades that he resss•14.
at the republicans stood to lose for- shaped excavation, the water is not solved to drown his sorrows in drink I
ty seats that they now hold in the stagnant. It is a running stream :There was a glass of beer handy. He .'
house. This would mean a drop from emptying itself out of the piscina of, settled in it greedily. • But the beer ;
the majority of 112 elected in Novem- its own force and running into it cf was adulterated with cocculus indiscus!
No theories taught but actual business kom the start. Thorough.
ber, 1904, to ,a majority of only 32 in its own force. If the water were stag- I and in less than a minute the fly I oources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, eornant it would have been condemned quite dead, floated with limp wings on_rtespeadence, spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, eta.
the sixtieth congress.
EXTENT OF CHILE DISASTER
It is frankly admitted that no living on hygienic principles years ago.
Call or write for beautiful new catalog.
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agitation along socialistic Ii s for
scoff at the "holy state," and unninr-tI "And he sipped a little of the poisthe destruction of parti
which :s
It was palatable, even
ried folk try to find advantages in sin- ton.
. appetizing.
i
Valparaiso, Chili, Aug. 20.—The
now sweeping along likg, prairie fire.
-I
to make a good job of it, 'he
gle
'blessedness.
independence,
free
earthquake disaster here will fari The districts that Mr. Sherman totrank greedily, and, still drinking
MONEY LOADiIiliD ON ALL VALUABLES
dont, loss of anxiety and such deice- drank
eclipse the San Francisco horror. Not !
pects to lose evid.entl yare those which
i
awaited
the
end.
AT LOWlailT INTEREST.
'
table
things.At the b
f the!
only is this city almost entirely wreck- I were carried by the democrats
in hearts
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Sow r's Silverweare, such as Knives
the end did not come. The fly
nearts of most of us, however, we are I
ed and partially burned, but the neighSpoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAISS in High Grade Watches—Hamilton ea vs.
1902 and were swept into the republiquite certain that the married person poison, like everything else in the
boring cities of Vina Del nat., Quil- I can column
and Ball B. W. Raymond—one Leif -rice.
by the phenrunenel run is the happier
room,
adulterated.
was
inThe
little
being, and woe indesd:
pul. Limache. Quiltota, San Felipe of
Just received, nice lot of Braceie ts, odd sizes and 6-size Watches. 53
Mr. Roosevelt in loos.
sect found it harmless. Indeed, it
•
is the ultimate end of the woman
Los Andes and Cascablance have beer.' Incidentally, the democrats in loos
550 1cheered. exhilarated, strengthened cents on dollars for ten days.
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refuses to take upon herself the retotally destroyed. Many small yll' wrested from the republicans
Don't forget the place.
Neat to Lang's drug store.
three sibilities of matrimony
him
no
so
that
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desired
longer
because she
lages have been wiped out.
a
districts, one each in Maryland. Mas- would
death. . And since What time, sue
be independent and free.
Great fires that have raged since sachusetts and West Virginia,
!seeding
generations
and
of
flies
have
Not, of course, that one would adTI.ursday are beginning to die out, not these, all other things being equal
vise any men:6er of our sex, no mat- adopted it as their only safe focid.'
beeanse of the efforts of fire fighters, they may be counted upon
to retain ter how poor, or old, or friendless, to,
but because there is in many places -re
file party strength shown by the re- get marredDIA
IN UNITED STATES
for the same of some MONDS
or I
nothing left to burn. In many large
publicans in the present house on the companionship or any mundane reasections of the city the destruction is basis of the returns is 249 and the
son like this. Miarriage, if it is to he Discovered in ?our Regions—Place
complete.
democrats 137. This is a majority of successful, must be dictated by true:
It is impossible . to estimate the 112. There are
of Origin Unknown.
now three republicans
number of dead and wounded. The and two democratic vacancies. A loss love and nothing else. At the same:
time there are women who fancy that
former will probably exceed one of forty seats
from the showing made they can do well without it. The trout-' .N.e.ver before in the history of the
thousand. Practically the whole pop- at the presidential election
would, not hies are not worth the pleasures which United States has there been such a
•slation is camping on the ills, as.ths be a serious matter,
because it would come in its train, and they think they demand for diamonds as there was in
shocks ave been fait occasionally since still leave to the
republicans a sale are happier unmarried and will be so 1905, says the Scientific American.
the convulsion of Thursday and Friwork•ng majority of thirty-two votes to the end of time. says Woman's Large quantities were imported, but
div. Their force is diminishing, how.the country produced none. In 1903
But MIr Sherman and his associa•es Life.
ever News from the south of Chili
it produced diamonds to the value of
have to confront a phenomenal sitnaPoor
sisters, they forget that there s
reports severe shocks at Talcahuano
loot It had an out-put worth
lion in many states.
is something after all in the old say'
3°' in
Conception and Taloa. but the damage
There are troubles of the first mag- ing about love making the world go loo. in Iwo its production was
in 'those places was not greit. No
valued at $iso and in Iwo the counnitude of New York, New Jersey
news has been received from Santiago Ohio Pennsylvania. Massachusett, round: they forget that the old maid, try boasted native diamonds to the
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however fresh and tin to date. must
although a courier is expected soon
and Iowa. There are obstacles to still live something of a stunte('. life value of $30o.
All communication has been destroyed easy
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
party success elsewhere. but No! Again one says the woman is I Diamonds have been discovered in
and the railroads have suffered great
these states will suffice to point out to happier married, provided she choose, the United States in four different
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
loss by the destruction of tunnels and
g ions but their actual place ot
the congressional committee the tiiffi- rightly. and for choosing there is no
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on prosperity alone for success in perhaps somewhat forgotten, one 'of
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Renorts Still Conflict.
ficial deposits and all accide:•:ally. It
keeping down the democratic gain of love.
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:is not at all impropable, I owever,
New York. Aug. 20.—There contin- forty.
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LOURDES SHRINE ment breathed iris .1•64,1. The breld, "Yes, but thought the id man left
Oin ascertain pith accuraCy 'the loss
more than that."
to life 4fil OFoperty.Binge a000 Quarts Received in Brooklyn for was adulterated with alum.
. in the city have been practiCally abanthe Crippled and Sick.
doned bst the people. who are iexisting
-as best they can M the plazas and
A
The Fathers of Mercy. in chalice oi
streets of the city and the bills adLourdes.
of
Lady
Church of Our
jacent to it without Olietter'Sfro
Morm or' sun and with famine-con- Broadway and Aberdeen streets
Next to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fifth street they can s are yo*
fronting them. Food 1st already, Brooklyn, received on Saturday 2000
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UN
miraculous
the
quart.
from
of
water
drinking;
scarce and high. water for
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HARD BICYCLES.
purposes is lacking and disease is, well at the famous shrine in Lourdes
feared. The government is doing all France. which will be distributed to
it can do to bring relief. The crippling' the thousands of pilgrims who will
Remember this is die cheapest Louse in town on Ricyles and everyIV MIN G 1111ai
°.-4"rlikt 11=11.1
of railroads leading into Valparaiso flock to the Brooklyn shrine next
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel.
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nine
Wednesday
days followand the
constitutes a serious factor in the sitinackiaists is our repair shop. MI work guaranteed.
nation, as for an indefinite period re_ intr. says the New York Sun.
The water was shipped direct from
lie( supplies can only bell obtained
through other means of transporta- the well in huge casks, each sealed
tion the seaboard affording the best and guaranteed to be undiluted, Father Porcile. rector of the Brooklyn
of these.
said yesterday that only two
church,
pits_
At Santiago many of the best
lic and private buildings were wreck- ounces will be given to each person
ed. The loss of life there was ang- this year. This church has come to
mented by the panic which seized the be known as the American Lourdes
•
people, many of whom threw them_ because of the crowds that flock to it.
selves from the balconies of their Each year the pilgrimages grow largAs we are in the midst of bit _weedier and sleeping is a torhomes. The destructive force of the es, and often the fathers require help
tura
at the present time, aid these boottal moonlights we have
order.
earthquake VMS experienced over a to keep
at present. Conte one **me aol .and bear his muse at 606 5. 4th.
the
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large
on
n
There
is
large extent of the country, many
at., produced by the only talking masithoes not may of U. S. but
grounds of the church dedicated' to
towns sustaining serious damage
of the world. The Victor and tk e Zenophone talking machines
Our Lady of the Lourdes, and the
from gm to Steel put within the reach of the poor as well as the
statue is a facs:mile of the one to be
wealthy. Remember that these al...shines are the
OUTLOOK IS PROMISING
/
seen in the French town. This year
— -—
the oilgrimage to the shrine will begin
For Big Dern.cratic Gains—Sherinian
at 3:30 o'clock next Wednesday afAdmits Losses Will Be Made
Remember my records for sale are Sin. 35c, to in. frac. 12 in.
ternoon, which is the Feast of the AsDemocrats May Gain Forty
St.00.
sumption. a, holy day of obligation in
We have 6gh Glass operatic records kern Si.uo, $0.00, $3.00,
Members.
the Catholic church. The sermon will
Ss.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addslena
be preached by Father Porcile. In
Patti, MIracella gasembrifda, Carouse and Ssurate and Gasors and
New - York. Aug. 20.-- N.
() har,11the evening there will be a second sera great away ether celebrated airtime of this bind. I will play any
headedd unsympathetic politican can vice. Cripples, the sick and palsied
piece befere purchasing It, a* isou can see that it is perfect. .We
figure on the coming election for .blind and deaf,
pray all the year round
don't
sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
members of congress without realiz- before this shrine and' on the feast day
guasanteod and eves; recOrd is perfeot and new. We don't give
mg that a republican house, of repre- take the water to their homes and
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We
carry a fall stock of
sentatives in the sixtieth congress :4 bathe themselves with it.
. neetteis and we will repair your bratten machines at liberal prices.
in doubt, very much in doubt.
Speaking of the threat of the
We w1 take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your ZonoNo one knowF. this better than Rep- French government to forbid the anphone.. I have 500 new and la-ti's music from ragtime to the
resentative James S. Sherman. chair- imal ceremonies at the famous French 4*
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Amman of the republican congressional shrine on the ground that it is a menerica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
cossernittee. Mt. Sherman is, a good ace to public healfbetrathe
from 7 p. rn. to To p.
pieom played twice and we play
.
r Porcile t
PrilOiCiSh, kid be is flaVIig The
from )
4 tip too pieces every niglit Remember that you can buy
who has been the. said yesterday:
•s
' ass- •
well. Just tuns, he is engaged in Punthe Victor machine, it ie no trouble but a pleature. We will take
"This is only another attemnt to depleaocure in showing you about tidier the Victor or Zonophone
ting to sleep the democrats and the stroy all religion in Fran'-e. There is
mashines, also care of records.
lribor allies of the democrats. That is tin danoer to public health at the.
I remain your totaling machine *lend
the . meaning of his statentent made shrine Yes. I understand that certain'
,
,lay to. the republican new.- French pathologists have described 't
on Satiis"
9
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ed as; that it be cured. Nature is the
THE POLICE COURT..
the officer's pistol. The deputy shot
healer and if given proper encourthe negro. This was a signal for a
general shooting. The dead body of Wallace Berry Held Over to the Cis- agement it has been discovered that
she will right the wrongs committed
cult Court.
officer was picked trp later in the
by ignorance and misunderstanding
room. A wounded negrio has been asrested and has been identified as one
Judge Puryear had a fair Monday' If we know of no drug that will heal
affected lungs we have learned that
of those who was in the game, and he docket. The cases were as follows:
is dying in the jail hospital. Two other
Jits Thompson', drunk, $1 and costs rght living will prevent the lungs
POLICEMAN TAKES COUPLE negroes are in jail,charged with
Htfbert Hamilton, drunk, $1, and from becoming affected and-we know
BUT JUDGE DISMISSES
murder. The deputy leaves a widbw costs.
that in the incipient stages fresh air
THEM.
and five childeen.
Jordan Wilson, cruelty to animals will work a cure. It is singular that!
the most destructive of all' diseases
continued until Aug. 21.
SLEEPING MEN MEET . DEATH
Bud Elrod, disorderly conduct, $5 should be curable or preventable by
Husband Indignant and Threatens to
the simplest, cheapest and most readand costs.
Awful Crash of Freight Into Work
Make it Hot for PoBob Bartlett, cruelty to animals, ily obtainable of all remedies. And yet
Train in Pennsylvania.
liceman.
it is necessary to drive this simple
continued until Aug. 21.
Aciolph Weil, breach of ordinance fact home to every individuiT in the
Johnstown, Pa., Aug. 211—Plunging dismissed.
land by the adoption of an elaborte
system of education and the expend6rdinance
Philadelphia, Aug. 20.—Mr. and Mrs through a blinding rainstorm at the
of
breach
Grediey.
C. E.
iture of vast sums.
John J: Diez, who have been married rate of 45..1 miles an hour early Sue- continued until Aug. 21.
six weeks, were arrested last night day, a fast freight train on the PennAlfred' Strauss, malicibus shooting
OUT IN GRAVES COUNTY
by Policeman Connor for kissing on sylvania railroad crashed into a slow without wounding, dismissed.
Mr&
•
the street, but Magistrate O'Brien ly moving work train at Sang iHol to circuit court under a bond of $aw
Young
Mayfielder
Operated
over
Upon
forl
held
discharged them in police court. The low, killing seven and seriously injurrobbery,
Perry,
Wallace
eenied that they fru! bc•I H•• sevou others of Ole Nvork
f07 taking $s 5o
-'cry
TP7"74"-r'lrilt,PreNria
Appendicitis.
111 4' •
V A
affectionate in the public street in any crew. Three of the latter will prob- from 'Carrie Jackson. It appears he
ably die. Engineer Woods was the owed the woman $2 and went to see
WayMalfield, Ky., Aug. 20.—E2r1
Connor testified' that he saw Deitz only member of the crew cif the her at her house Sc' pay her, but said
was taken suddenly al last
Hughes
kiss his pretty bride, but she judge freight viiho was injured,
he hadl only $1.5o, which she agreed Tuesday and on examination he was
a
at
stopped
The work train had
was not interested in the case one way
to accept as a compromise. After found to be suffering from appenor the other, and without going into wider plug near Sang Hollow to take paying the sum named the woman
dicitis-. Several physicians have been
the merits or demerits of kissing on water. A Fort Wayne freight was swore Perry threw her upon the bed
called, and it was hoped the would get
the
rain
the
of
because
and
public highways he mid to Mr. and following,
and by force took the money back relief without an operation, but his
work
the
see
to
unable
was
engineer
Mrs. inetz: "Discharged"
Her screams for help attracted a ao- physician, Dr. John Dismukes, Jr.
Dietz was very indignant and want train until just before the crash liceman who arrested Perry. Th,
yesterday decided an operation necesied to say something. but Magistrate The engineer of the freight jumped man and woman are both negroes.
sary. He was therefore removed' to
reO'Brien called the next case without aneil was fatally hurt. The fireman
local infirmary and the operation
the
uninwas
and
engine
the
on
mained
hearing what he had to say.
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freight
the
When
jured.
they
iDetz and his wife insist tat
NEW INSURANCE LAWS condition, though serious, was more
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ward Fern, my wife and myself
20.—State In- east of the city. The ceremony was
Aug.
Ky.,
Frankfort,
buying linens at Eighth and Chest- struck.
According to reports, Engineer S surance Commissioner Henry. R performed by Elder Roger L. Clark
nut streets. We were going to visi
REAL
FARM i• RAP
Prewitt has just receiced a nottfica- of the Christian Church of this city
friends at Fifteenth and Vine streets% N. Woods of 'the freight train had inBIOWTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT.
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street. and while he was buying cigar and in so doing is
Paul next 'Wednesday. He will leave1 ola. was married Sunday afternoon to
1 whispered to my wife that t would ceededi his orders. When news of th
here Monday to attend the meetingi'Mr. George Spillman, an industrious
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Check on Navy
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(Cleveland Plain Dealer.)
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andtigh
t
•t should so completely fal- provision of the license law mentioned Levy, for quart licenses at 128 South
part in the demands for better mor- have emphasized. The first relates to
We handle all the finest and dein.
,
ciieh
ii
n
t
ate
int!Iner
ve him up that he would -and there were several indorsements Third street, was referred for in- eat
als and better government. Men in the parents of
articles with the utmost care,
this city who are • too;
vestigat
ion.
Mr.
Hi'l
s
said
i
that
c
from
strength of character to of the idea. Mt. IN1 made the •mo,
authority have the right to expect
the number of the place and street and make repair, that are absolutely!
busy chasing the dollar to give mien- his love of righteo
usness and drive it tion suggested', however, and the enthe good citizens to take a stand
he
could but conclude that Levy was satifactory.
'kith them and at least lend their tion to the pitfalls before the feet of across the entire state or wherever tire board voted for its adoption.
asking for license for the Kentucky
opportu
nity
affords. The realization
moral support to every effort towards their sons and daughters, and who, if
Agreement Filed.
Distilleries company, which had been
upholding the laws and to purify the their loved ones should fall therein of these new ideals, of possessing
twice,
for reasons, refused license
City
Solicito
r
I
Campbell presented
morals of the city.
There are would give all their dollars if it had them ourselves and heralding them the agreetn
4 nd if that wa.s the case he
was again
ent
made
between
on
•
to
him,
,a
others,
could empower one with
enough good peop'e in every city in
for for
refe4ing the license. This intinot happened'. Perhaps the parent tremendous
d
the land to require every law to be
energy and courage suffi- the city, and Manager Bleck-et% of the mation
was the result of several moenforced to the letter and to reduce feels safe in thinking harm will not cient to stand openly and fearlessly traction company, relative to build- tions to
O t
311 Broadway.
investigate through reference
crime to a minimum, but the great come to his boy or girl, but one can- declare for right and religion, and ing the culvert at Cross creek on to the
license
committ
4
ee.
Broadw
ay,
should
the company secure
trouble rests in the fact, or a class of not tell; yet -it is a fact that some- fight openly all the forms of vice such
PHONE 722-#.
Mr. Katterjohn, of the sewerage
the
right
to
extend
its
line
as
men who profess to the mcsral
out Broad. committee,
gambling, graft, intoxicatting liquor
and one's boys* and girls must fall vicreported that during the
corrupt politicians anad sloathful of- wayfrom Seventh street to Nine- Hternoon
upright, hut afraid to open their
a joint meeting of the
time
to
those
evils,
and
teenth
the
right
street
on
kind
to
Guthrie avenue
ficials. To take part now in coatirionthe for fear of offending some
etc.. as now before the board. The councilmen and aldermen had ocof a man stand4 ready at all times to lishing our new
one and losingtheir patronage.
nattnnal ideal as _agreement
curred in their chamber lp the
Such
,city
shows that •tik company
_persons are not one with better aid and uphold morality.
Waehinliztors Franklin, Hamilton'and
hall. to eotteider thit platai'
fOr
consent
the
s
not
only
to
make
than the 'man who can be
rhe till addititinal sewerag
The other paragrph refers to what Jefferson did in their day, or as Wetibought
e system, with Sold at
Outright, sad for the sake of dollars a yisitor
ster. Clay and Calhoun did in theirs but build the culvert besseath its Engineer Alvord present,
to one of the gamblingand that it
j track.
should so thrill us as to make it easy,
Gray's Buffet,
The agreement was received and
Feltner House Bar,
(Continued on Page Five.)
-L .1. hogouraraino.
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BUCKET "SHOPS"
ARE DOOMED

THAT PLEASES
Phones:
4 20

202-R

ANNOUNCEMENTS

,

KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.

Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes

HARRY E. WALLACE,

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Queen & Crescent Route

CHATTANOOGA ATLANTA.
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA.

Have
Moved
to

11

Broadway

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler

v1\

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER\

wassau-ssourr-"'"'"
";,...7.'"Us•
—z:P111579,""'
gr

LAST CANES

'Bucket 'Shops' Are Doomed
(Continued From Page Four.)

7

ATTACKED
BY FOOTPAD

went to the , engine house
on Elizabeth street and there
reported the
assaalt to the fireman, who
in turn
called for the police. The
hurry-up
wagon was sent for him and
he was
brought down to the city hall,
where
at 2:30 o'clock this morning
he was
GEORGE BAIN, STEAMBOAT given attention by City Physician
Btass. Bain was pronounced
badly
COOK, ALMOST
KILLED
but not necessarily fatally
hurt.
LAST NIGHT.
Rain says Paducah is his home
and
that when not on the boat he
boarded
at 612 Sixth street. His
story was
Assaulted on Broad Street and Hit accepted by the police
as straight.
by Large Sharp InCOAT OR TAR OR WEDDING
strument.

$5.00 to CIIICA60

OF THE SEASON TO BE PLAYED had been found necessary to slightly
charge the plans,. which work was
AT PARK TODAY.
tieing done, though an ordinance for
the work was ordered drawn. He
said that he, therefore wanted to rePaducah Lost Two Games Sunday port prog
AND RETURN, VIA
ress on the work in hand
THE
and
asked for further time. The
Dropping to Fourth Place,
matter was left open.
But Won Yesterday.
Mr. Meyers, of the cemetery committee, reported the sale of a lot in
Oak Grove and also two transfers.
How They stand.
The clerk was instructed to make the
Clubs.
T:elcets good for ging passage
'VVIn n. Lost. Pct proper records upon the crietery
•r.
I • Vincennes
66
.6r7 records.
Minor Son of Wealthy Yankee Keep
41
s
Cairo
New Business.
.523
at Hone in Fear of Violende.
56
51
George Bain, who says he is cook
0M1r. Duvall called attention to the on the
Jacksonville
56
51
523
stea
mer
Char
les
Derb
Turn
y, Conn., Aug. 20.—James G.
er, now
condifon of Boyd from Sixth
Paducah
• 54
51
to BIWA Bilat the mouth of
•5r4
Billi
ngs,
son of a wealthy resident of Leave Paducah
Isla
nd
seve
nth and said nothing short of Cree
Danville
47
60
k, was almost x nod ;ast
•439
Leave Maxon
Thompsonville, has been threaten
9:30 a. m..
nigh
8I,g
t
rave
Mattoon
ling
the
ed
street would change it about 52 by
4o
65
a footpad. Bain had been with tar and feathers unless he
Leave Kevil
: a- In'3 from a cesspool into a thor
conoughfare. clown in the city and
Leave La Center
to:to a. nu.
sents to wed Miss Grace Smit
was
en
rout
e
On
his
moti
on eme ordinance com- to the Turn
h of
Sunalris Seiires.
Leave Barlow
er. He went up on the Somerville.
I0:214 a. SIC- .
mittee was instructed to bring in an
Cairo z Paducah a
last car south and was walking
Arrive Chicago
to:3o a. IL
Bili
ngs
elop
on
ed
ordi
with
nanc
Miss
Smit
e to grave: the
h
Cairo 1, Padhcah o.
square Broad street when, as
8:30 pee..
he says, a to Stafford a few weeks ago and
specified.
Jacksonville -5. Vincennes 4.
man accosted him and wanted
Returning, Tick: ts will be good .
Justi
4
ce
of
the
a
Peac
half
Wash
e
Mr.
on
burn
Williamson thought it neces• dollar.
all Regular Trains leaving Chicago
mar- to and
Danville-'Mattoon, no report.
including Weanesday, August
He declined to produce and ried them. Then it deve
sary to lock the council chamber
2gth
lope
,
d
exce
that
pt
Fast Mail Train leaving_
Chicago 2:5o a. in.
the fellow instantly struck him
and on his motion the city jaile
over the marriage was illegal because
,
r was the head with some larg
Unde
Schedule for Today.
r
no
circ
umst
ance
Wash
s
burn was beyond the age limit.
will a longer limit be given on
e sharp inauthorized to pace a lock on
the return
portion of these Excursion
the strument, knocking him to
Cairo at Paducah.
Tickets.
the earth Fillings' father sent him away, but
hall doors and keep the place close
Vincennes at Jacksonville.
d and crushing an ugly hole
4_
:n hit Miss Smith had him arrested and*
except when in use by either council
•
head. He grapp'ed with the
Danville at Mattoon.
Further Particular of
fellow brought hack on a charge of nonboards.
J.
T.
to keep him from hitting him
DON
OVA
N,
Ticket agent, Illinois Central Rail
again support.
Mr. Van Meter said there was some and
road Paducah.
Following is the official *ore:
in the scuffle he got the othe
His case has been continued until
complaint because the I. C. R.
r
R. fellow's cap and the footpad got
W.
H. BRILL,
would not place cars of coal on
his,. September and he is out on bail.
C41RO.
its Breaking away from each
Div. Pass'r. Agent St. Loui
othe
s, Mo.
'Players.
r
e
First
both
stree
A.
t
swit
H.
ch
for
HAN
r bh po a
SON,
all ahippersand started to run and
the footpad went
'Coal miners are on strike at the Bell
S. G. HATCH,
Long, c. f.
_Passenger Traffic Manager,
4 0 0 2 0 01ihe wanted the mayor instructed to one way and Bain
CHIC AGO. ILL.
the other. Bain Jellico mines, five miles west of PineGeneral Passenger Agt:
see
Roland. ib
that
the
road
played no more walked back
4 o 0 3 0
from Broad street and ville, ky.
(
)favorites.
Blauser, 3b.
The
comp
3 o o 2
lain
t
was
reI
Dethatdge. s.
• •.•
o 1 2 2 0 ferred as requested.
Biscel, I. f.
Hill said that the city had
4 0 T 1 0 0
Powers, r. f.
o 2 5 • 0 'made a commendable stride when it
I shut the cow out, but that
Meyers, ib.
it had
4 0 5 3 2
°I overlooked another
Searles, C.
nuisance—the
3 0 0 4 2 0 town
geese. Hc wanted them also
Noodring, r. f
1 0 0 0 0
Did you swallow your share
of dust last night? I have a full line
Q shut out or shut up -iend moved
VViay, p.1 o t
for
al
3 ° °I an ordinance to dr ye the
To
the Public:
goose from
the streets. Mr. Van Meter
Totals
sug;
32 o 6 24 R 2'
4
I wish to announce that I have
gested that a like ordinance be draw
n
opened a brand new stock of Jewelry
etc., various grades and vari
to shut the dogs off thirstreets or kil;
PADLTCMI.
a
ous prices.
Watches, Clocks, Silverware, Cut
Taylor. c. f.
them. Mr. Oehsclaeger wanted
5 2 .1 3 o
•
the
Help your neighbor keep down
Glass, Hand-Painted China and Um4 0 0 3 s 0 chickens included
Perry. s. 6.
the dust.
with the geese. as
brellas at 224 Broadway. The storeQuigley. ab
5 2 5 2
o he said they too were great pests
room has been remodeled and enCooper, I. f
jI0200 when at large.
larged and fitted up for a first-class
Wetzel 3b.
1
2 2 T 2 3 0. Mr. Hill's motion for an ordinance
jewelry store. All my goods are new
Haas. tb.
to
driv
e
the
gees
e to the pond- or
1o
.t o
and up-to-date, selected with a view
3 0.
2 0 01 t1sewher if from the stree
Lloyd. r. f.
ts was
to please the trade of Palucah and
Donovan. c.
pass
ed
as
was
Mr. Kolb's to appoint
4 0 0 3
0
vicin
ity.
Wright. p.
400i0o a dog catcher to rid the streets of
A cordial invitation is extended to
!canine abomination.
Both P.tones 201. ip South Four
th St, 325 Kentucky Avenue
the public to visit my establis
Totals
W. Washington said that the
hment
33 it 12 27 10 1
and inspect the line of goods
'board had ordered him to hire an
on disasInning.— I 2 3 4 5 6 7 R
play and that are arriving each
RHEI sistant city engineer but had not
day.
sad
Cairo
We will be glad to see you whet
b'o 000doo o—o 6 3 what to pay him.
her
He
aske
d
for
inPaducah —00403100.
you buy or not.
--S 12 I siruction on this point and the boar
d
High-class work will be niy special'told him to "get a good man at
Summary:
WS
ty and all work ordered will
per
mont
h."
be
Earned runs—Paducah t. Two,
promptly executed Clocks will
The board then adjourned.
be
bue hits—Wrtzel. Sacrifice bits—
called for and delivered to any
part
Way, Perry.
of the city free of charge. I ask
AWAITING
a
Stolen bases—Taylor 2, Quigley JAPAN
share of your patronage, and I
am dePUBLIC OWNERSHIP.
-Downing.
termined to have it if good work and
Double plays—Downing to Has;.
reasonable prices well get it.
4
Bases on balls—Off Way 3. off Three Emissaries in Chicago to Study
A visit from you wi'l be appreciated.
Modern
Wright t. Strucq nut—By Way t
Methods of
by Wright 2.
Transportation.
Hit by pitched ball—Wetzel Haas
Chicago, III.,
Left on bases—Cairo 7, Paducah
Aug. 20.—Three
Phone 21288. Jeweler. 224 Broadway.
Japanese railroad men are in Ch:cago
none.
Time of game—I hour and 45 min- Ito study railroad methods. They are
1 Hidero Kasuga, secretary .of
ate'.
the
Japanese Imperial Railways; Takergo
°iced/. a civil engineer in the
,
government service, and T. Z. Saku
Notes.
ma.
mechanical engineer of the Kuehn
Well, the Indians got hack at Cairn
railroad, a private railroad corp
orain Monday's game and gave them a
tion.
alvntout that will last for a vdhile.
They were sent to oshticutryn
This afternoon will settle all quesThey were sent to this country to
tions of bateball playing on home look
into the financial and purchasing
grounds and a grand stand full of departme
nts of the railroads of the
111
/
4 Meal fans will he out to see the last United Stat
es so that Japan may pro• .40atest.
more carefully in buying the
The game yesterday Was very in- railroads of
that country. Messrs.
teresting over the *feat of Cairo.
Sakuma, Okeda and Kasuga arrived
AThey are figliting hard for the pen. testerday morn
ing and as the guest,
'
it:II—tour teams pretty well up in the of General
Manager F. R. Underwood of the Chicago. Milwaukee an
1
We will win if our boys will keep St. Paul took a
trip to Oconomowoc
together; they are certainly using
to spend a couple of days fishtheir war club.
ing.
There it a rumor ..to
HIllet that "Japan," Mr. Sakuma sa d. "has
tive 'Paducah Traction Railway Com- 5.000 miles of railroad, of
which a
pany .ill put in a winning ktearn here 1:ttic more than one-third
is under
newt year. It is to he toped this goversment control. The
Japanese
is true. A winning team writiM be.a government
intends
purchasing
money Maher, as a mmajorityrd our seventeen of the principal railr
oads
fans vrant nothing but a crack bunch in Japan, leaving less than t,000
m:les
The Indians can't . viln them ' all under, private control.
boys. _eiVon't you have a little piety?
-.Thief are going as good.* th C test
WRECKED BANK
•What else can the poor boys d n?
At Gadsden, Ala., Will Pay a
Dividend
Vincennes Shut 01444146
te Depositors.
GAIsden, Ara., Aug. 20.—It -has
Jacksonville. III.. Aug. ap.7:-Hits by
been
stated on reliable authority that
k Bette and T.otshaw in the twelfth in-,
•
ning ended a great pitcher's bat4 the receivers of the defunct First NAe,
here today in the first gime a thei tionil bank of Attalla, will pay a dividend to the depositors of that instidouble-headier.
tution, which failed several months
Vint Game"
ago. The stockholders have been aslaeksonville
t 6
The New Veterinary Hospital
sess
ed for the umotint of their stock
.
Vincennes.
,
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary
o 5 2.
.
Surgeons and dentists. Special faciland
most of !hem. have responded ities have been
Batteries: Alters and Belt: Farrell
provided for in constructing our
new hospital which enpromptly. The failure of te hank
an& Matteson.
1
has able, us to treat all diseases of horses and dogs
in the most modern
Lnnaties found Perdue in the third worked! quite a hardship on a number manner. We have a clean, airy,
sanitary and up-to-date place and one
'of people, some of whom
Anil fourth innings.
abet
es
comp
lete
in
had
ever
4, 41, \-1'7
rcil
y
detail.
their
i
We invite you to call and insp
Second gme—tevert innings lw savings of malty years in the bank.
ect our place.
°Vice and Hospital, 429 South Thir
agreement:
.R. H.r
d street.
°Mee phone, old, 13445; new 558;
Revm-nwa Rears..
• TatIcsonville
residence 18t6.
5 5 0
(Incor Porated
Dr. IT, S. Sisrlits returned home
'Vincennes
..
'
o - 2. t
yest
erdn
y
aster beinis celled. awsv by
Batteries: Fox and Belt; Perdu.it
the death ()Phis INrother.
• arid Matteson.
of Hendnesn•,.
4,-repsed
that
city Sunday morning at It o'clo
Danville
Mattoon r.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HAN
ck
DLING FREIGHT, MACHINof typhoid fever.
If.attonn. T11.. Aug. 20.—Foll
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOO
owing
DS.
iS today's score:
•
•
BOND YOUR EMP
LOY
ESI
N
OFF
ICE SECOND AND MONROE
E
. BOTH PHONES.
Danville
AT LEAGUE PAR
4 8 3
K.
Mattoon
6
Batteries!' Holyeross and
Quick Settlements.
Ott; Dow.)
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS.
aMninlEITSIL711111,
ell irnd Johnstone.
BOX SEATS 6o CENTS. TIC
KES ON
C. E. JENNINGS &
SAL
E
SMITH & NAGLE'S,
CO., Agents
_1 _FOURTH & BRO
ADWAY.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD

Grand Excursion, Tuesday Au
gust 21
SPECIAL TRAIN

IP

ANNOUNCEMENT

0001 MORNING

Garden Hose, Nozzles,Sprinkling Sle

da.

Ed D.Hannan
Cyclone Insurance

$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEAR

J. D. Sowders,

Have You
•Started?
77777777?

a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.

227 Broadway

Abram F. Well & Co.,

Campbell Buildirg.

Both Phones369

'Fe

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highurt Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Cla
ss and
is I "Leader" for the dealer.

D. It BALDWIN & CO.

W. TI MILLER,Agent,
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH,

116-0

Paducah Transfer Cqmpany

l

PADUCAH VS. CAIRO

GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINE
SS.

,
Aug. 18, 19, 20, 21.
Double Header, Aug. 19th and 21st

AMERICAN SURETY CO.

P. D. FITZPATRICK, SUPT

The Register, delivered, 10c per week_

HORSES THAT

DIVE

NATIONALITY ESTABLISHED.

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.

"Him" Was No Dagro Because He Had
Some Uncles Who Weis
SOME
TWO TEAT PERFORM REGULARPO
• Cope
.
LY BEFORE AUDIENCES.
Animals Seam to Enjoy the Fun as
Much as the People Who Witness
the Performance—Variety
of Equine Tricks.

There migl t be room for argument
over the pro; J8111011 that the trade ot
profession unites the man; but in certain cases teere could be no doubt
about the rel.:Lion of calling and extraction, saye; Youth's Companion.
A worker a nong the children of
New York's slims was endeavoring to
get together a slags of boys for the
singing teach( r M her settlement
Happening teion a little boy hanging
about a corner fruit stand, the settlement worker accosted him, and explaining about the class, asked him 11
he would not like to join. The child
grinned and se' med willing.
Then the laclv espied another boy,
still smaller, wilom she had not noticed at first. He, too, was hanging
about Ui• fruit stand, and evidently
belonged with the other.
"Oh, and your little faked there,'
she said, p1e582 tly, "woiddn't he like
to come and sir ',bring spoke inThe first chi
disputably of It ey, although his speech
smacked of the Bowery. The smaller
boy's hair was also dark. When no
reply came to her question, the lady
went on talking, treeng to ingratiate
herself.
'Tour friend is Italian, too!'" she remarked, interrogatively.
At this the little Italian stared hard
M the lady, then broke into Anent
speech.
"Him," he exclaimed, pointing to the
smaller child, "him a dago?" Tiles
with • derisive laugh, "I guess nit,
W'y, him's got three uncles wort
cope!"

INTERESTING SECRETS
OF THE TB.ADIL

raker of These Valuable Adjuncts
to Locomotion Gives Some Particulars as to Their Manufacture.

GETTING BACK TO NATURE

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRISC111CD M AY 3oth, 1906.

Vranch Peasant Who Had His Own
Idea of France's Principal
Danger.

•

SOU= BOUND
The French peasant who, sines the beaver CleMiniettii ....
days of the revolution, has turned all Dew* Loisierdfli
France into a kind of walled garden, 'Lease Ow euam°
is still closely In touch with nature, Beare Neese Branch
and in spite of agitators and politibeave Central City
cians, his presence in the suffrage, to Leave Norfonvilie
which he brings the sense and cunning Lamm Evansville
of the fields, makes for national limos Nashville
health. In proof of this, says Youth's
heart Hepkinsville
Companion, is a little scene reproduced
bums Ps'ace WS
by one of the authors of "Sketches ea,
the Old Road Thmegh France te heave Padueals
be Padusah
Mormon."
Between Argentan and Alencon the .164•Are Fulton
Whim, T.ene.
writer fell to conversing with a peasihnotre Rives
ant who. with Immense patiettee, wen
Arrive Jackson
engaged In stirring the earth with
vigor into harvests. He also professed
Arrive Miemplais
himself interested in politics and °coArs4ve New Orleans
somIca, and willingly talked on these
subjects.
NORTH BOUND
There Is oily see thing," the peasheave New Orleans
ant said, at laid, "that ?ranee ham
Issave Memphis
to fear."
beret Jackson, Tens.
"You mean," said the writer, "this
Leave
Rives
religious question—the dispute with
Leone Balton
church and pope?"
Agave Paducah
"No, I don't mean that."
Leave Paducah
"Do you think there's any fear of
Aerews Princeton
another Gorman war"
Arreve HOpktekivrEe
"I don't knew. I wasn't thinking
if that"
Aesive Nashville
"I suppose you are not afraid of so
A wive Evansville
Menem?"
Anise Nortonville
"Not at all."
Arrive Central City
"Well, then, what is the or'y thing
Anise Norse Branch
Praacie has to fear?"
Arrive Owensboro
"Hail," said the peasant, and went
0.kasive I.ouisvine
en diffenff.
Arrive Ciaeinnifti

No. toz
8:20 a.m.
12:01 pau.
2:28 p.m.
. 3:30 p.m.
.. 4:o8 p.m.
12:5e p.m.

No. 103
6:oo p.m.
9:40 P.m.
6:30 p.m.
1:41:o8 a.m.
•:03 a.m..
1:40 a.m.
4:40 P.m.
7:oo p.m.
995 P.m.
2:27 a.m.
3:40 a.m.
3:45 a.m.
4:50 a.m.
5:51 a.m.
6:04 a.m.
7:13 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
8:15 p.m.

No. 121
••••.
7:30 a.m.
9:oo a.m.
II:05 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
1:28 p.m.
8:3o a.m.
8:o5 a.m.
11.20 a.m.
2:35 p.m.
4:15 .in.
4:20 ILIA.
6:o0 pas.

"Oh, yes, indeed, they come prod,
high," said the artificial leg maker. "It
is a beauty. though, isn't it. I venture to
say -there isn't another one in Philadela
4:55 PAL
I. r
phia like it, on or off, and it's as light
6:to p.m.
as a feather, too."
6:13 p.m.
With these words, says the Shoe Re7:26 p.m.
tailer, the creator of artificial limbs
8:o6 p.m.
flourished a leg in the air. .He was fat
8:13 p.m.
•.
and smiling, and he spoke with an Indis.
tinguishable foreign accent, and every
•i •to p.m.
once in awhile his face beamed with en10:35 Lin
.
thusiasm.
"They all come to Philadelphia for
No. 102
No, 104
No. 122
them, too; he.sentlitued. "We've cus7:qo
p.m.
9:15 a.m.
tomers from a/1 over Europe, Asia and
.
'
0:45 a.m.
8:5o p.m.
Africa. There are lots of leg maker.
e. ma
8:07 a.m.
in the city—at least they call themselves
to:to p.m.
such, but some of them are not leg mak11:58 p.m.
ers at all; they're harness makers."
to:is a.m
12:35 a.m.
6:oo &M.
The august Philadelphia leg maker,
1 1 :20 a.m.
1:43 a.m.
7:40 a.m.
purveyer to kings, queens and govern1 i :25 a.m.
1:48 a.m.
7:50 :Lilt
ment officials, took a little time to show
12:39 p.m.
3:03 a.tn.
9:39 2.111.
the specimens around the room. They
6:15 p.m.
5:20 a.m.
were fat and thin, long and abort,grace9:25 pm.
8.10 a.m.'
ful and otherwise. Some of them were
3:45 P.m.
9:45 a.m.
huddled in corners, accumulating the
- 1:28 p.m.
ze:35 a.m.
3:51 a.m,
dust of ages; others hung aloft on racks,
2:05 p.m.
11:30 am.
4:30 a.m.
so light and airy that they were wafted
3:06 p.m.
5:18 a.m.
12:53 p.m.
to and fro in the breeze.
8:eo a.m.
'4:55 Pm.
.4:55 p.m.
"You see," continued the leg maker,
7:30 ann.
"we know how to do things now. We've
3:35 P.In4:55 p.1119:15 p.111.
got the secret all right First they chop
12'00 noon
.14
down the willow tree; then we cut out A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
the legs. It takes a leap of flexible
IT. LOUIS DIV/SION
leather to pet the tendons in the right Ingenious Apparatus for the Control
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
place. See that spring in the ankles-?
of Distant Electric
That's made by the leather tendons.
NORTH BOUND
No. 3o6
Power.
No. 374
But Possenidon of It Did Not Weigh If you saw one on
• man yea could
Paducah
Leave
12:40
p.m.
4:20 p.m.
Against Her Ctiances
pot tell the difference.
Then the
Telekine is the inventton of Dos
Arrive Carbondale
p.m.
8:40
4:25
p.m.
for Relief.
Whole thing is covered over with fins Bernardo Torres Quevedo. • distinAootwe Oiicago
6:30 a.m.
6:30 am,
pink enamel Looks natural enough, guished Spanish engineer, who has
Ave 5t. Louis
8:3o p.m
A little girl at a recent Christmas don't it?" At
•
7:30 a.m.
this juncture a rap came been experimenting successfully wttb
entertainment in one of the college set, at the
door, and a big man, six feet en apparatus for the control of die
tlements talked grandly to visitors four,
SOUTH BOUND
No. 3os
No. 375
weighing nearly 300 pounds, en- tant electric power by means of wire
about "our piano." Pieces played ow tered.
7:45 ctn.
9:40 p.m.
He looked smilingly eomplais- less telegraphy. He intends to an' Leave 5e. Louis
'
!
1
the piano to amuse the children eve ant as he
Leave Chicago
2:50 2.111.
6:2o p.m.
Waited a cigarette and shook ply his invention to vessels and made
dently brought the subject to hei bands
Leave
Ca
bondal
e
11:40 a.m.
with the leg maker.
7.05 a.m.
The
his public trials with them.
•
mind, relates the New York San.
Arrive Paducah
"Can you rush an order for me, transmitting station was a wireless
11:00 am,
3:35 P.m
One very practical women who con double quick?"
he asked. "I've come telegraphic apparatus. The boat cartributes much to the supnort of the through
a tough fight," he went on. ried a battery of accumulators, a mo
child's
settlement heard the
remarks "You know I
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINZ.
always travel with a tor for driving the propeller, another
"It seems to me," she mid, rather bunch of
legs and coming up this way for the rudder, and two servo motors
censoriously to the head worker, "that from New
NORT
BOUND
101-801
135-835
Orleans the Pullman car for operating the mechanism of the
a child whose family owns a plans was burned and
Leave Nashville
8.10 am.
all four of my legs ether motors. The servo motors were
.
isn't really suffering for need of help were lost. I
Leave Hopkinsville
11:20 a.m
6:4o a.m.
only saved the one I had connected directly with the telekino,
.
There are plenty who are really is en, and now you've
Leave Princeton
2:35 pate
get to get to work wherewith they formed a single an'
7.45 e.m.
need, and I don't thiak it right te to make
Arrive Paducah
another set for me double meatus. Hertz wevea were received
9:25 a.m.
4:15 pm.
exclude them in favor of one who quick." With an
Leave Paducah
of languor and by the telekino; this controls the servo
6:15 p.m.
9:30
a.m.
owns a piano."
ease the big man stfr
Arrive Cairo
ie to have himself motors, which sent currents either to
7:45 p.m.
11:10 a.m.
Seeking out the ch:ld. the bead measured.
Arr've St. Louis
control the rudder motor or the pro
7.20 2.111.
4:30 Pan.
worker questioned her closely.
"Do you know who be Is" Ques- °eller reotor so as to govern both the
Arrive Chicago
6 3o 1.111
930 P m.
i
"Did you say you had a piano al tioned he of
the lee trade, after the eteering and the propulsion of the
your house?" she asked
ponderous man bad gone. 'Well, he boat. Taking up his position at the
SOUPli BOUND
:22-822
136-836
"Yes, Indeed," responded the child, Is the eon of one of the
richest women transmitting station, Senor Quevedo
Leave Chicago
6:20 p.m.
9:40 am.
cheerfully.
in the United States. He lost his leg began manipulating the transmitter,
Leave St.L•eds
"Is it yours or your mother's?"
t :so p ra.
9:40
P.m.
through disease, and he always comes whereupon the boat, containing nu1:eave Cairo
6:oo a.m.
"It's mine; Santa Claus brought It to Philadelphie to
5:55 P.m.
have his sets made. merous press representatives, as If by
Amite Paducah
to me last year"
••
7:45 a.m.
7:40 p.m.
Plain, ordinary boxes do for most peo- magic, slowly moved forward, graduLight begen to dawn on the settle ple to cart their
Leave Paducah
7:50 a m.
310 p.m.
4
legs around in, but ally attaining a high speed, turning,
ment worker's brain.
Aeries Princeton
9-u)a Si,
he's got fine leather cases with his twisting, tacking. advancing, or re
445 p.m
"And how large is your piano—as name engraved
Arrive Hopkins-vile
d:lo p.m.
upon them.
eeding just as if it were being guided
big as their pointing to the upright
Arrive Nashville
"Do many of them go in on such a by an expert steersman. The boat el9:
23 P.m
In the room.
wholesale plan?" was queried of the wilted all manner of maneuvers with"Oh, ne, mine is a teenty weenty leg maker.
Trains marked (s) rue daily except Sunday. All other trains
out a hitch under the sole guidance of
rue
bit of a 'toe, just about so high,"( and
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry throngh sleepers between
"heaps of them," he replied. lacon- the inventor on shore.
Cincinnati,
the little girl leaned down and meas ically. "Borne of them
can do anyMemphis and New Orleans; trains 101 and too sleepers between
Louisared a distance of 12 or 15 inches thing with 'em. There's one young
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Tieing %I and Plea sleepers
POSTMASTERS.
VETERAN
between
from the floor.
man In this city who belongs to a
riadscah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with
It turned out to be a child's piano, glee club and they tell me he's the beet
Chicago
Two Who Have Served Uncle Sam
sleeper. For further information, address,
settlement
by
the
presented
itself a dancer of Irish jigs in the town He
is That Capacity for Very
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
year previously.
was a good dancer before he lost his
Long Periods.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, K..
leg, and he's all right yet. No; we
—TOWN SAVED BY FOREST. nave no lady attendants. We ought
P. W. HARLOW, D. P. A-, Iaii,vilie, Ky.
Another of the many Muteness
A. SCOTT, A. G. R A-. Memph;•, True.
to have, though. What's the reason? where faithful 'orrice has proved a
There Have Been Instances Wherein
I. G. HATCH, G. P. A.. OWN" lit
Ob. because there is not one woman barrier against interference for politiPlanting of Trees Has Done
W. H. DRYLL. D. P. AL.
in Philadelphia that I can find who cal reasons with the service of a
Laub •
4a
the Work.
••4
knows the trade. Pity, too, becauee ilassachumetta postmaster is that of
there's money in it. A good leg maker Jobs S. ray, of Marlboro. who has
Baby forests are some of Una* ought to make at least $25 per
week. been in charge of that oaks since
Sam's pets. Successful forest planting
"There are six or seven men In pub- April ZS, 1265, when he was appointed
has been done for some time in Nebraa lic life, well known, who
wear art,* by President Johnson at a salary of
ha. and now a new nursery is being &eat limbs. None but
catalegue
their intimate $1,100. Ke had bees successively re
sh.wln
list
planted In California near Santa Bar- friends and families hnow it, however.
stictokgke Tnicale TV)IX"( etla aim'Mgt:
appointed,
Great,
twice
ones
by
by
BELOW any other manufacturer sr 4aider is the world.
bara. Seeds of trees suited to the cli. One young lady in Philadelphia who
Hayes, Arthur, Harrison and McKin•
mate there will be grown and in abeut led • number of dances last
from or,
winter
at troy frrotwo years the seedlings will be ready has an artificial leg. It is easy to ley, and came under Mr. Cleveland's
Or on wry itiod of farm; until
q
have
received our complete Pews Cuba.
legume Illustrating and d.errthlag
kind of
to be transplanted to their permanen• waltz with one after you learn how to special care in each of his two terms.
and
bicycles, old patterns and latest nindels.Tsad learn high-grade
two years yet to
of our remarkable
has
over
Mr.
ray
low-Mill
locations. The tipper water shed of use them.
!MOM and wonderful NNW iler•Ile made possible by
selling
from factors
serve under the reappointment gives
direct to rider wadi no raiddlemen's profits.
the Santa Ynez river now is quite bee-s
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making is the
ON NOM ON APPIrweas. werAsse•real demrif. Pny the Freight end
or sparsely covered with chaparral thing for me," concluded the leg mak- by President Roosevelt February 211,
allow 10 Days Sloe Trial sad make other ltberl terms
no (Abet
1503, when the salary was advanced te
bonne in the world will do. Yvia will learn everything sad whkh
This is the water shed which supplies er. "I started out as a fine ca.rpen*.er,
get much grabs
able Information by simply writing us. postal.
per
year.
12,500
the town of Santa Barbera with water, doing up banks and public buildings,
We need • Iffekor agoos.in every town end ean offer an opportnalt3
Milo T. Winchester is believed 'ci
to make money to (eatable pimps mes who apply at once.
and it will be the first scene of attempt and one day I went Into a place in New
hold
the
long-service
record
as
postat reforesting. Good forest growth 1), York to order an artificial limb for a
essential both to preserve the water friend in distress. The maker was a master. He is still performing his.duL N.
ties in charge of the office at South
and to avail the washing down of se; doctor, strange to say. He sized rue
Priem& $
county,
Amenia,
Duchess
New York
per pair.
$4618
2 FM
°
If unchecked this would ruin the res- up and I sized him up, and in a short
N.Apis.194
hateetiatoe
ervoir. The enterprik,e is one phase e1 time I was under contract to work under the commission first given him
the national endeavor to Induce and to for him. They can't steal our patents, July 10, 1819 The record was held fat We Mt/ Stiff
ot
oliag
li LEAL!
Yee
conserve-the rainfall as well as to di= either, ger it's as hard to make an ar- many years by Roswell Beardsley at foss&P a SkunipI.
for Only
,
the
North
Lansing
(N.
Y.)
office.
lie
tribute the resultieg water by tne ler! tificial limb without years of learning
(CASH WITH 020E2 104.55)
Wien work. Italian trrleation hap as it would be for some tinhorn make? was appointed June 28. 1828, and 40 MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
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A Definition.
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experience?"
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riding
I
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see
I
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him
not
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The intelligence displayed by many
of our animals, both wild and domestic, is surprising. Dogs and horses;ete
pecia.11;, free, timir lung abeoulation
with man, and because of their natural
temperament, can be taught a great
many interesting and beautiful tricks,
says St. Nicholas. We have all seen
dogs carrying bundles, papers, or baskets along the street. and know how
feeleul they are in tle_ir charges.
neither stopping to play with others of
their kind, nor allowing any one but
their master to relieve them of their burden. Other feats that these faithful
creatures often perform are: "Begging," "rolling over," walking and dancing on their hind legs, and jumping over
sticks or through the arms. Horses, besides performing many feats which are
taught them, often show considerable
intelligence in unfastening gates or letting down bars so that they may escape
from the pasture.
One of the most beautiful feats that
I have ever seen performed by horses it
the high diving by "King" and "Queen:*
These two beautiful animals were raised
on a western American farm. They are
both snowy white and perfectly formed.
King has dark, lustrous eyes, while his
mate has light-blue ones; both have
pinkish 1-m1.u:es, and both are kept imcarefully
maculately
and
clean
-groomed, as such valuable animals
• should be.
It is said that they were both kept in
pastures on the oppos:•.e sides of a river,
the bank on the side oa a hich King was
kept being high and overhanging the
water. both animals had always shown
a fondness for the water, and one would
often make the plunge into the river
and swim across to join /ts mate. From
watching this performance was conceived the idea of training them to exhibit in public, an idea which was carried out with the greatest success.
A "knock-down" staging was constructed, and is carried about with the
horses and used at every performance;
It has an incline of about 30 degrees, and
the top is about 30 feet above the water
about two feet below the lop platform
is a small one, on which the horses
place their fee: fe-t before making
the plunge; This is so that their bodies
may take a more vertical position, and
that they may strike the water with the
least resistance.
They require about 12 feet of water
In which to make their dive. They are
most often shown at places where
there is a natural body of water for the
purpose: but frequently a pit is dug,and
the bottom Is covered with canvas
which is filled with water, and in this
Improvised tank they do their "stunt"
twice daily—in the afternoon and evening.
The two horses are stationed at the
point where they are to leave the water, and one of them usually Queen first,
Is led to the foot of the incline. With a
toss of her head, she quickly runs to the
top.of the staging, looks over to see if
the course is clear, then without hesitation drops her fore feet to the small platform and makes the leap. They strike
the water with their fore feet extended
and the bead thrown back on the shoulders, so that the shock Is not unduly
great They are under water(rem three
to six seconds; then, with a shake of the
heed to clear the eyes, each makes for
the spot where the mate is standing
King is apparently prouder and more
'deliberate- than Queen; he goes up the in
rline slowly, and pauses at the top Lc
look about at the crowd of people below,
often whinnying oe parently to attract
attention to himself. He makes tilt
more gracefel dive of the two, keephia
his fore foot stralehe while Queen be
hers doubled when in the air. As soon
as they come from the water they ere
enbbel dry, rov(red with blankets, and
Jet tc the stable %%Imre they c re carefully ereo:ecd.
•
• Oecxermall; we f.nd some • e eh(
"make" . . .s vivo
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ACCIDENTS AT FIRES.

IS A GRAND OLD RULER.

FEMININE WOMAN

WORK OF GLACIER,.
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TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second

Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a so year Gold Filled Case, Mein
hilovameat, for 01.411.
A Seth Thorium $12.00 Mantel Clock for
ISNO0
Roger's 1847 Knives and For, a Set
S0411
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t,
.7S
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons. a set
Our entire line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent, of of regular price.
Our Hand Painted China, fiae as any line In the city, at so per cent.
Of regular price—you must see this I ow to estimate fully the bargians
we
are offering.
A special reduction on every art icIe in our store for is day, ow,—
strictly for cash—
Our reps moot give you wig! faction.
Dyes tested free.
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Eye-See Jewelry Co.

4

McPherson
Drug Store.

Subscribe For The Register
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

J. W.HUGHES

imrrerrrziGENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
alb

We have on hand
For Sale:

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

S. P. POOL,

L. O.STFITENSOW°1

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.

Greater New York
Toilet Paper

FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

BUY

TRADEWATER COAL
Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.

Resting Well.

1. W. W iLKER CO.,
Incorporated.
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and Broadway.
Night Bell at Si,

George Williamson, colored, who
was shot in the right leg last Saturday night while in a fight with Joe
King, also colored, in the southwestern part of the city, is resting very
well at Riverside Hospital, where the
finish was amputated that nightKing is still at large, not having
been located
the officers at yet.

LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS

Let us call and book your order for next winter.

West Kentucky Coal Co.
Iseacporabod.

Both T elephones254.

